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Detailed Itinerary:  

Day 1: Arrival Day 

 

Arrival at Tehran, meet and assist at IKA Airport with Friendly guide, transfer to hotel for a 

great rest after a long-term flight, for having a magnificent city tour of the capital tomorrow 

morning. Overnight Tehran. 

 

Day 2: Tehran-Shiraz 

 

Start the city tour of Iran capital. Going to visit Golestan Palace and Shams-ol Emareh, 

Archeological Museum of Iran and carpet museum to see the varied range of Persian carpets, 

Time for lunch! Going to a qualified city restaurant to have an Iranian traditional food, Kebab 

or Stew…. Can’t decide yeah?! 

After lunch, we will visit the Tehran Grand Bazaar. Fly to Shiraz at night, 

overnight Shiraz. 

 

Day 3: Shiraz 

 

Full day sightseeing in Shiraz, visiting many attractions such as Quran gate, Karim Khani fortress, 

Vakil mosque, Vakil Bazaar, and Imam-Zadeh Ali Ibn-e Hamze Mosque. visiting Hafez tomb, 

overnight Shiraz. 

 

Day 4: Persepolis 

 

Morning visit of Nasir ol Molk-Mosque and then excursion to visit the masterpieces of Persepolis and 

Naghshe Rostam (Necropolis), back to Shiraz in the afternoon and. Overnight Shiraz. 

Day 5: Shiraz – Mahan 

 

Drive to Mahan, on the way we will have a stop to visit Meymand rocky village based on possibility 

and time. Overnight Kerman. 

Day 6: Mahan 

 

Visit Shah Nematollah Vali Shrine and Shazdeh Garden then keep going to Rayen to visit Rayen Mud 

citadel, overnight Kerman. 
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Day 7: Mahan-Shahdad-Kerman 

 

Drive to Shahdad desert to see the magnificent attractions of desert areas and also unique Kalouts of 

Shahdad. After lunch drive back to Kerman and have a tour of the Ganjalikhan square and a 

panoramic view of Kerman city, overnight Kerman. 

Day 8: Kerman-Zein-oi-din Carvanserai-Yazd 

 

Drive toward Yazd, we can have a stop in our way and visit Zeinodin Caevansarai, keep going to 

Yazd. City tour of Tower of silence, Fire temple, Amir Chakhmaq square and Jame Mosque. 

Overnight Yazd. 

Day 9: Yazd – Garmeh 

 

Have a short tour of Yazd in the morning to buy delicious sweets and then drive to Garmeh oasis and 

stay the night at a guest house or a traditional hotel, have a local dinner by a local family. Overnight 

traditional guest house in Khur or Garmeh. 

Day 10: Garmeh -Mesr- Isfahan 

 

Drive to Mesr village for visiting the magnificent salt lake and activities such as camel riding and 

quide biking based on possibility. Drive to Naein to visit one of the oldest Iranian mosques, and keep 

going to Isfahan. Overnight Isfahan. 

Day 11: Isfahan 

 

Today visit includes the famous Naqsh-e- Jahan Square with its amazing attractions such as Sheikh 

Lotfollah and Imam Mosques, Aliqapu Palace, and Qeysarieh Bazaar. Finally going to visit Jame 

Mosque located in a different part of the city. 

Overnight Isfahan. 

Day 12: Isfahan-Abyaneh-Kashan 

 

Isfahan city tour to visit Vank church in Jolfa quarter, and ancient bridges of Sio-Se pol and khaju, 

and then drive to Abyaneh village to have a tour of this red village and visit the unique traditional 

costumes. Keep going to Kashan, city tour to visit Borujerdi traditional House and Fin Garden and 

Bath, overnight Kashan. 
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Day 12+1: Kashan-Qom-Tehran 

 

Drive to Qom and visit the Massoumeh mausoleum. Drive to Tehran and Transfer to IKA Airport for 

the departure flight to HOME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


